Right from the Start: Developing Predescriptive Standards at the British Columbia Archives and Records Service
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As archivists, we are confronted by a growing descriptive backlog of records generated by the large, complex and increasingly interrelated record systems of modern bureaucracies. At the same time, automated information systems offer us increasingly sophisticated tools for managing information about records. Many archivists contend that we now have both the need and the means to take a new approach to the process of archival description. Our goal should be the development of fully integrated systems covering all media of archival records and documenting each stage of the records' "life cycle," from creation to archival preservation. In such a system, information about records is only recorded once, is enhanced incrementally as it flows from stage to stage, and is accessible throughout the process. Whether this integrated systems approach to description is feasible, given the resources available to archivists, remains to be seen.1 What is clear, however, is that the approach demands that our recent efforts to standardize description be extended back from the stage of formal description to at least the appraisal and accessioning stages, and then ideally back to the descriptive work done by records creators themselves.

At the British Columbia Archives and Records Service (BCARS), we believe that the integrated systems approach has the potential to meet some of the most pressing institutional needs: the need to deal with the large description backlog; the need to respond to an environment in which access to information is both a client expectation and a legal right; and, most fundamentally, the need to find a more efficient means of maintaining the archival integrity of the holdings. The backlog of descriptive work for records acquired but not documented in archival finding aids has recently been estimated at 116 person-years. A relatively recent calculation of the processing backlogs revealed that approximately 62 per cent of government textual records remained undescribed.2 Moreover, due largely to the sheer volume of acquisitions, the descriptive programme for government records has usually been limited to the "cataloguing" of accession units rather than to the preparation of structured representations of the fonds and its parts based on archival levels of description. Considering the number of government records which have already been scheduled for permanent retention, we shall be able to prepare standardized, multilevel descriptions for only a small portion of these records in the
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foresightable future. The recent passage of the *Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act* in British Columbia, moreover, means that archivists no longer have the convenient option of viewing records which have been acquired but not arranged and described as "unprocessed" and therefore inaccessible. Finally, archivists recognize that the increasing complexity of the relationship between British Columbia government agencies and the records which they create will inevitably complicate the descriptive process. Archivists will have great difficulty documenting the provenance, original order and use of records now being produced if they attempt to describe those records retrospectively, long after their original transfer, using the type of creator-supplied information that has typically accompanied records.

We archivists have little choice but to attempt to develop a better means of establishing intellectual control over the records as they come into archival custody or, better yet, a means of continuing and enhancing the control established at the time of creation. We must broaden our view of what constitutes description and those aspects of archival work which require standardization. Canadian archivists have emphasized that description must follow arrangement, and have accordingly developed rules which "assume [that] the material [to be described] already has been examined, arranged, and the information necessary for description compiled." By contrast, American archivists have argued that description should be viewed as a continuum which begins at records creation and continues indefinitely. These two views have been brought together in the International Council on Archives' *Statement of Principles Regarding Archival Description*. These principles focus on formal, post-arrangement description but recognize "that 'archival description' in the widest sense of the term covers every element of information no matter at what stage of management it is identified or established [emphasis added]." The authors of the statement expect that standards will be developed for many stages of information capture, not just formal description. Indeed, since it has been widely recognized that standardization is a vital prerequisite to automation, and since automation is essential for detailed life-cycle tracking of large volumes of complex records, the adoption of the integrated systems approach to description presupposes the development of a comprehensive set of standards.

Although the "descriptive continuum" is a highly evocative image, BCARS uses the term "documentation" to cover the entire process of capturing information about records, and reserves the term "description" for the post-arrangement stage of the process. The work which has been done in standardizing the predescriptive stages of the continuum therefore falls under the category of documentation standards. These "predescriptive" documentation standards consist of internal standards applied to the documentation of archival records in legal custody, as well as of external standards prepared for use by client ministries. Standards development activities can perhaps best be explained by means of an overview of some of the work that has actually been done, followed by an outline of some of the plans (or at least hopes) for the future.

Fostering the development of standardized, integrated descriptive systems within each government ministry and agency was, in fact, a central goal of one of the predecessor agencies, the Records Management Branch. Established in 1982, the Branch sought to expand traditional approaches to records classification and scheduling in which file classification systems and records schedules were developed as separate entities and often covered only textual records. To this end, the Branch developed an administrative records
classification system (ARCS) and operational records classification systems (ORCS) which integrated the classification and scheduling functions and were designed to cover all media, including electronic records. ARCS and ORCS together were seen as constituting a "standard for description and classification of records by creators." 9

The potential utility of these standards will be examined shortly. For now, suffice it to say that ARCS, ORCS and other schedules were intended to assist archivists at the former Provincial Archives of British Columbia in the acquisition and appraisal of government records. The archival appraisals and the retention periods were included in these documents. However, the integration of the classification and scheduling process into the appraisal process was less than perfect. The rate at which appraisals and selective retention decisions were made retarded the development and implementation of schedules, while the information provided in the integrated classification and scheduling systems was at times judged inadequate for making informed appraisal decisions.

In fact, problems in the flow of information between the Records Management Branch and the Provincial Archives were an important reason for the amalgamation of the two agencies in 1989. The new institution, the British Columbia Archives and Records Service, was organized primarily on a functional basis. The classification and scheduling of government records and their appraisal for both primary and residual values was assigned to the Appraisal and Acquisition Section. The arrangement and description functions were assigned to the Historical Records Section, which also continued to perform most of the acquisition and accessioning functions for non-government records.

At first, the Historical Records Section performed its functions almost entirely within separate media units, continuing programmes developed by the Provincial Archives. Media units maintained their own systems for the acquisition, accessioning and description functions. Nevertheless, it was recognized that these would eventually need to be centralized and integrated. Archivists in the Provincial Archives had shared many of the concerns expressed in the archival literature regarding the fragmentation of archival materials along media lines, and as early as 1979 had prepared a plan for centralized accessioning. 10 By the late 1980s, moreover, it was clear that the multiple media descriptive standards being developed by the Bureau of Canadian Archivists would inevitably require a greater degree of centralized administration of the description process. The event which precipitated the implementation of centralized documentation for archival records, however, was the development of the Archives and Records Information System (ARIS).

ARIS is a database management system developed by BCARS with the assistance of the ministry's computer services branch. It is the primary means by which BCARS has sought to integrate its records management and archival functions and achieve the increased control and efficiencies promised by the integrated systems approach. When completed, ARIS will cover every major stage of the administration of semi-active and archival records, both government and private, in all media, from scheduling to archival description. 11

ARIS is being developed in phases. Thus far, BCARS has implemented those phases covering applications to store semi-active records, the accessioning of records, the disposition of records through destruction or transfer to archival custody, and the maintenance of location control. The system allows records to be managed at virtually any level of detail. It can document an entire accession consisting of as many as 10,000
containers and any parts of that accession unit right down to the item level, should that be necessary. ARIS also includes a name authority system which now tracks the full hierarchy of all current British Columbia government agencies, and provides for the documentation of predecessor and successor bodies. Names of non-government agencies and individuals are also included in the authority. Still under development are phases covering the appraisal of records and formal description.

The development of ARIS has already had a major impact on the work of archivists. Most significant has been the replacement of decentralized accessioning systems with a single automated system, in other words, centralized accessioning. A single database record is created in ARIS for each accession. Information about any portion of the accession, termed a “management unit,” is documented in management unit records linked to the accession; management units, in turn, are linked to “container” records which document the nature and location of the physical containers holding management units. The structure of accession, management unit and container records are the same for all media. The system is accessible throughout BCARS by all staff.

This degree of centralization was only achieved after hundreds of staff hours were expended on formulating documentation standards. When the institution began to develop ARIS, we had only a limited appreciation of the scope, complexity and cost of the standardization work which lay ahead. Archivists now recognize that several categories of documentation standards are required: system standards, prescribing the roles of the components of an information system and their relationship to each other; data structure standards, defining the elements contained in each component, as well as system input and output formats; data content standards, specifying rules for the entry of information within data elements; and data value standards, controlling the vocabulary or codes used. Although it was recognized that standards for each of these types would eventually be needed in many areas of archival work, we concentrated first on formulating system standards and data structure standards relevant to specific ARIS functions, and on identifying the data content and data value standards required by the system in order to perform these functions. It was soon apparent that the very nature of an integrated system such as ARIS complicates the standardization process by causing the effects of a decision in one functional area to radiate through the system. It was, moreover, only after ARIS began to be used that we began to appreciate fully the importance of establishing data content and data value standards for the so-called “free form” data elements present in ARIS, as well as in any data input records feeding into it.

Development work on ARIS began in 1989 through the formation of a working group from several BCARS sections and including a computer systems analyst. The first phase dealt with the acquisition and accessioning of government records. In early 1990, as we approached the development phase covering private records, a centralized accessioning committee was established with representatives from each media unit in the Historical Records Section. The committee began the process of establishing data structure standards by compiling a list of data elements used by each unit when accessioning private records. With few exceptions, we found what archivists generally have found, that we were all capturing the same basic information. It was a relatively simple process to develop common names and definitions for the data elements, in part because we could base some of the elements on those proposed in draft chapters of Rules for Archival Description (RAD). This data element list was then compared with the elements used in identifying, scheduling and taking custody of government records. Once again, we found
many similarities among the sets of information, but this time agreeing on a common set was more problematic.

Standardizing the data elements used for accessioning private records affected only the work of BCARS staff. Some of the data elements pertaining to government records, however, were used by client agencies — in some cases as the result of years of lobbying and training on our part. Moreover, these data elements appeared in numerous printed forms used in the records management programme, making any changes to the terms costly. Ironically, the very integration which the institution was seeking was presenting difficulties for standardization. It was found necessary to retain some terms, the meaning of which was decidedly non-intuitive for archivists. On the other hand, it was easy to agree upon the use of certain elements (such as those relating to physical description or material designation) which appeared in draft chapters of RAD. Since the goal was to have the information which had been captured at the accessioning stage flow through to the description stage, we found it useful to have the required descriptive elements identified in a national standard.

Once we moved beyond the identification of data elements and began to examine the desired relationship between elements and larger components of ARIS (i.e., systems standards), however, we were faced with issues that often required a seemingly endless amount of abstract analysis. The logic of a relational database management system requires that the duplication of data be eliminated. Data is entered only once and is used in different applications (i.e., for different purposes) by means of linkages among various records which bring together the data required for each application. In this way, data is made independent of the applications for which it is used; hence changes to one do not necessarily force changes to the other. The work of adding data, modifying data and maintaining the integrity of data is simplified, since any additions or modifications need only be made once.

However, the achievement of such simplicity is difficult. All potential uses of each data element must be considered before deciding where in the system to enter each element, and what types of linkages to make among elements. These decisions, along with the capabilities of the software managing the system, will determine the ways in which data can be combined and displayed. The greater the scope of a system and the more integrated its components, the greater the likelihood that a system standard required by staff responsible for one function will have consequences for staff responsible for other functions.

When the scope of ARIS was broadened to cover the accessioning of private records, we considered whether system and data structure standards based on the requirements for government records could be adapted to meet the requirements of accessioning private records. In addition, we examined the accessioning needs for the various media, since previous work had focused mainly on the control of textual records. It was not sufficient to determine that the set of data elements identified during the first phase of the development of ARIS contained all the types of information used in the various units. It was also necessary to determine that all uses of any one type of information required by a media programme could be accommodated by ARIS. A data element such as an item number which was not used for one medium might serve an important location control function for another. To complicate matters further, we needed to consider the expense of programming each desired function, and the effect of the implementation
of some functions on system response rates or storage costs. Compromises were often made in the interest of economy and general system efficiency.

The process of standards development, therefore, required broadly based participation and consensus. It was vital to have contributions from staff members who knew in detail how existing information systems operated, and could assess the impact of each proposed change to the design of ARIS. Also essential was participation from BCARS management, who could make decisions which would improve the overall operation of ARIS but which might create difficulties for specific work units.

The lesson was also learned that the need for extended, broad participation in standards development did not end when a given portion of ARIS was implemented. Even after the structure of the system’s components and their relationships to each other had been defined, the task of prescribing how the system was actually to be used remained. We saw that two experienced archivists could perform the same basic function (such as creating a preliminary accession record or filling in the same data elements in ARIS), and still create documentation that one or the other could not readily interpret. The goal of enabling staff to complete each processing stage by building on information recorded by others requires detailed content standards for many ARIS data elements. Establishing rules for documenting records incrementally as they are processed by different personnel is in some respects even more difficult than setting standards for the description of processed records. The physical and intellectual hierarchy of the records themselves sometimes changes during processing; that is, the records are often physically rearranged and new relationships are identified or established. It is no simple matter to establish data content standards which will permit one archivist to accession a body of multiple media records and document its existing order, allow other archivists to store the various media components of the accession, and enable yet another archivist to describe the entire accession — all in such a manner that the work of each archivist is understood by the others and the records are accessible at each stage.

To cite one example, when the need for container content descriptions was originally reviewed, we established data elements based on the identifiers typically used for textual records: box number, file number and item number. The goal was to be able to take identifiers used by creators for any type of records, enhance the identifiers — when necessary — with the control numbers or codes used in the various media programmes, and then use these identifiers in a variety of finding aids. We have therefore been faced with the task of establishing conventions which are flexible enough to enable the box, file and item number fields to document records in any medium, and yet be sufficiently rigorous to produce sets of identifiers meaningful at each processing stage.

The task of setting data content standards is further complicated by the fact that the institution must continually assess whether we simply need better content standards for the data elements already in ARIS, or whether we need to establish different data elements. The development of ARIS is an iterative process. As each successive phase is developed, we must review and sometimes modify work performed in previous phases. For instance, when the description phase is reached, we may decide that separate data elements are needed for the item numbers assigned by archivists and those used by creators. If so, then we shall need to review our current data content standards for the item number element and establish new standards for the two new types of item number elements.
It seems, moreover, that the very interconnectedness of an integrated system means that most standards decisions create the need for more decisions. In some cases, we have implemented data content standards while appreciating that they need to be monitored carefully and revised incrementally. We have seen that standards must be developed, implemented, evaluated and revised; that a wide variety of staff must participate in this work; and that their work must be coordinated and documented. Accordingly, BCARS has established the position of Documentation Standards Archivist in order to provide the required sustained attention to standards issues.\(^{16}\)

We have also observed that it is not sufficient to set standards which merely specify how information is to be entered in various data elements. There is an additional need to provide guidelines specifying which elements should be completed at each processing stage, an indication of the amount of information to enter in some of the "free form" elements (such as the scope and content field), and a means of specifying the accuracy of the information entered. Archivists are required both legally and ethically to provide consistent and fair access service to all clients. To do this, we must provide the appropriate amount of descriptive information at each stage of the processing of all accessions. It may be possible to define documentation levels in order to ensure, for example, that at a minimum level all non-restricted transfers can be accessed by means of basic summary descriptions and file lists provided by creators; that at the next level the accession descriptions are supplemented by specified access points and scope and content information supplied by archivists; and so on. Whatever guidelines may be established for determining the amount of descriptive information to compile, we shall also need to document the quality of the information. Information can obviously be formatted correctly and still be erroneous. Since descriptive information is to be compiled and made available on an incremental basis, we must also develop some means of verifying (or specifying) the accuracy of the information in each data element.

The issue of data quality becomes crucial when the attempt is made to establish or improve documentation standards designed for use by records creators. In the same way that automation has provided a major stimulus for standards development within BCARS, so too has automation within government ministries highlighted the need for more rigorous documentation standards in other agencies. BCARS hopes to take advantage of this need and thereby improve the amount and quality of the descriptive information captured before records come into archival custody. However, as will be seen, there are probably some fairly intractable limits to what can be accomplished.

The administrative and operational records classification formats developed by BCARS have been established in government policy as a government-wide standard, which prescribes a structure for presenting specified classification and scheduling data elements and provides basic data content guidelines for these elements.\(^{17}\) This standard has usually been applied in manual records management systems. BCARS distributes ARCS binders to ministries; the various operational records classification systems (ORCS) being developed within ministries are also produced in binder format. Ministries currently apply for disposition of their records using hard-copy application forms, and transfer records to BCARS along with hard-copy transmittal lists.

However, since the late 1980s, some ministries have been seeking to automate their records management programmes. Even before the establishment of BCARS and the creation of ARIS, analysts in the former Records Management Branch were concerned
that their attempt to develop an automated system for managing accessioning and disposition information was proceeding independently of the attempts of ministries to develop automated records management systems. Different systems were being planned to manage overlapping functions, and there was a danger that ministry data would be incompatible with Records Management Branch data.\footnote{18}

The staff of the Records Management Branch, and later BCARS, therefore worked with ministry records officers in order to identify common needs.\footnote{19} In March 1990, this consultative process resulted in the production of a report outlining basic systems standards requirements for automated records management in the British Columbia government.\footnote{20} The report outlined the objectives, functions and information needs of ministry records management programmes in order to identify for systems planners the required components of an automated system. It also suggested alternatives for implementing automated records management. It presented a high-level data model which ministries could use when creating independent database management systems, each adapted to the needs of a particular ministry and yet sufficiently compatible with ARIS to allow for the exchange of information and to minimize redundancy in data entry. This model, entitled Computer Assisted Records Management Activities (CARMA), identifies such components as a classification and scheduling database, modelled on the ARCS and ORCS standards; a records database, used to track records identified by ARCS and ORCS file numbers; a storage database, giving storage unit measurements; and an organization database, identifying agencies and reporting relationships.

These proposed databases include data elements which can link a ministry’s CARMA-based system to ARIS. In order to obtain approval for schedules, a ministry could use its “classification and scheduling database” to provide BCARS with information such as primary and secondary [file] numbers and titles, [series] scope notes, media types, and keywords [index terms]. BCARS could then add its own scope and explanatory notes to the ministry’s information, and link the ministry’s information to schedule authority data in ARIS. A ministry seeking to transfer records to semi-active storage or archival custody could use its “records database” to identify the records by using various file number and date elements, tertiary titles, and keywords. The ministry could also use its “organization database” to identify the agencies responsible for the records (specifying the organizational units, organizational levels, parent organizations, commencement dates, etc).

The information flowing to BCARS from each CARMA-based system would obviously have great value, both immediate value, as a means of maintaining a level of control over records established by the records creators, and potential value, as a foundation on which to build formal archival descriptions. The ORCS developed by each ministry should establish a formal arrangement for the ministry’s operational records. The ORCS primary and secondary titles, and scope notes, together with the data fields, media type elements, and storage unit measurements included in CARMA, should provide much of the core information required for archival series descriptions. CARMA’s proposed “organization databases” could provide some of the information now being laboriously entered by BCARS staff in the ARIS name authority. Even some forms of direct subject access could be provided by means of the various types of keywords proposed in CARMA.

Unfortunately, no ministry has yet used the CARMA model to develop an operational system; only one has used it to establish the requirements for an automation project.
In part, the limited use of CARMA is a result of bad timing, since the development of both CARMA and ARIS occurred just as the British Columbia government instituted general budgetary restrictions. Not only has the pace of records management automation slowed in the ministries, but also work on ARIS has been retarded. Consequently, BCARS has yet to implement the ARIS phase which will allow ARIS to import classification and scheduling data from ministry systems. The continued development of ARIS and CARMA requires decision-makers to commit themselves annually to a major expenditure of scarce resources on systems development while sacrificing other programmes. Success in developing integrated records management systems will depend on the ability to have systems and standards development established as a government priority. To this end, BCARS had intended to promote CARMA as an information systems standard for government, but the agencies responsible for information technology and computer systems policy have been disbanded, and central responsibility for their functions has not yet been clearly established.

On the other hand, the recent passage of freedom of information and protection of privacy legislation is stimulating renewed effort towards the implementation of government-wide standards for managing information about records. The Information and Privacy Branch, established to assist ministries in implementing the legislation, has advised ministries that information for a published “Directory of Records” will be drawn from ARCS and any existing ORCS. The Branch has developed a standard for the identification of records in ministries which have not yet developed an ORCS. The standard is designed to allow inventories of records to be converted to the full ORCS format. The Branch intends to work with BCARS to revise the ARCS and ORCS formats in order to incorporate access and privacy information. The Branch also hopes that CARMA will be revised in order to incorporate access and privacy data.

CARMA admittedly requires more detailed data structure definitions and data content rules. The one ministry which has begun to design a CARMA-based system has identified the need for precise data element definitions. Systems planners need to know each element’s size and basic content. Is it to be a numerical or a character element? Is the data to be free-form or based on a controlled vocabulary or code table? BCARS will need to define the data elements intended to link the various ministry systems to ARIS.

Our ability to promote the establishment of data content standards leading to the early capture of useful information will be subject to two general limitations. First, the standards must meet specific needs within government ministries. Our experience with ARIS indicates that the process of standards development and implementation requires extended consultation and consensus-building, as well as a broad willingness on the part of the parties affected to make some sacrifices for the good of the overall information system. Ministries, however, are unlikely to commit resources beyond those that will bring immediate benefits to their current information needs (as opposed to the long-term corporate benefits which archivists identify). It should be possible, for example, to implement standards covering the categories of information which ministries need to manage their active records and which simplify the automation process. The ARCS and ORCS standards help to make file titles and headings meaningful for ministry staff (and, later, archivists and researchers) by ensuring that the titles and headings reflect the functional activity or other subject documented in the file contents. Government-wide system standards will be attractive to ministries if archivists can provide the standards before the ministries face the many questions posed by computer systems designers and vendors.
It should also be possible to implement standards which pose only a limited increase in the documentation work of ministries if that work results in a more efficient delivery of the services which ministries require from BCARS, or helps ministries to meet the demands of the freedom of information and privacy legislation. However, archivists are unlikely to be able to establish standards that require ministries to provide extensive, detailed information which archivists desire for appraisal and description work but which is not immediately required by the ministries themselves.

The second limitation relates to the precision or strength of the standards which archivists can develop. Standards vary in strength from technical specifications (which yield identical results each time they are correctly applied), to conventions (which assume the use of subjective judgement in their application), to guidelines (which permit even broader variance in their application). Even such detailed data content standards as RAD and AACR2 have only the strength of convention. Institutions control the quality of archival descriptions by ensuring that these conventions are applied by professional staff specially trained to analyse records. Similarly, the descriptive work which archivists would like records creators to perform can usually be governed only by conventions or guidelines, yet we have little control over their training or experience in the evaluation of records. Consequently, even if ministries were to adopt standards developed in conjunction with archivists, the information which they provide would inevitably vary in precision, accuracy, conciseness, clarity and all the other attributes associated with high-quality description.

Archivists should therefore expect to be able to obtain certain types of useful and necessary information from records creators if we establish realistic conventions and guidelines which serve their needs. The data elements currently in CARMA are largely those identified by the ministries as required to support their work. Some standards, such as formats for dates and extent measurements and tables giving broad media terms, should both simplify data entry work for ministries and provide archivists with information which can readily be integrated into the institutional system. We should also be able to improve greatly the utility of the file lists received, and perhaps simplify the compilation of these lists by developing very basic sets of guidelines stating, for example, that lists should include control numbers, dates and titles in separate columns in a word-processing document. However, archivists should not expect to receive detailed descriptions of media using standardized material designations and form terms. Nor should we expect that ministry scope and content notes will explain all the complex interrelationships among records series or identify those aspects of the series’ information content which we would judge to be most significant. Archivists obviously cannot transfer the responsibility for formal archival description to records creators. We still need to examine the records, analyse the context of records creation and construct the RAD-based multilevel descriptions required for formal inventories or for automated exchange of archival descriptions. Nevertheless, the fundamental hope in adopting the integrated systems approach is that our efforts to help records creators supply archivists with better documentation will give us more of the information which archivists require to describe records, provide basic forms of access to records not formally described and enable us to devote more time to formal description.

Can we get it right from the start? We believe so, in the sense that archivists can capture the information required for archival description earlier and more efficiently than they have in the past. Internally, archivists at BCARS are capturing standardized
information in ARIS at the records acquisition stage. Externally, ARCS and ORCS have been accepted as standard classification and scheduling formats, and CARMA offers the potential to extend the automated information system back into the offices of records creators. Undeniably, there are years of development work ahead of us. We have yet to begin the formal archival description phase of ARIS, and we face the task of redesigning the finding aids in order to implement RAD and create a single system of description.

It is also true that if we do not soon give ARIS the capability to import ARCS and ORCS information, and make the required enhancements to CARMA, then client ministries may proceed with the development of incompatible records management systems. Nevertheless, the difficulties faced in the current descriptive programme and the increasing expectations of our clients give us little choice but to integrate archival documentation, make whatever links are possible with external systems, and use whatever information is received.

Can we get it right from the start in the sense of using standards to ensure that the information received from external systems, or captured at the earliest stages of archival administration, is accurate and reliable? The development of predescriptive documentation standards will improve the quality of archival documentation and help us provide earlier and better access to those records which are received and accessioned. Predescriptive standards will also enable us to describe the records more efficiently.

The degree to which archivists can rely on creator-supplied information to establish administrative and intellectual control over records is harder to estimate. Much of the information received from creators will sometimes be flawed. Creators often face the same difficulties as archivists in dealing with high record volumes and inadequate resources, and will almost always give higher priority to their current programmes than to the records of those programmes. Nevertheless, archivists recognize that much of the poorest documentation received from creators is for records which have long been inactive and consequently little understood by current staff. The chances of archivists receiving useful documentation from creators will increase greatly if we can help them develop effective tools for documenting records as they are created. Moreover, archivists have limited expectations of the information sought from creators. In some cases, records will merit no additional description beyond what is provided by creators. In other cases, transmittal lists will be seen as ancillary finding aids which archivists can link to RAD series or fonds descriptions. In still other cases, creator-supplied information will serve as temporary, "level one" documentation to be upgraded in stages as archivists work towards full, formal description. Creator-supplied documentation will constitute only one component of an integrated archival information system.

Is this approach to description essentially any different from the descriptive work which archivists have long performed? Certainly for BCARS, the use of one system to document all records, regardless of media, and the attempt to unite documentation provided by creators with that provided by archivists, is a radical departure from the fragmented approach to description often employed in the past. In many respects, however, the development of a truly integrated system providing an unbroken flow of information from creators to archivists to researchers simply represents a logical expression of the principle of provenance.
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